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Hundreds of thousands of home users are victimized by cyber-attacks every year. Most

experts agree that average home users are not doing enough to protect their computers

and their information from cyber-attacks. Improperly managed home computers can lead

to individuals losing data, systems performing slowly, loss of identity, and ransom

payments; en masse attacks can act in concert to infect personal computers in business

and government. Currently, home users receive conflicting guidance for a complicated

terrain, often in the form of anecdotal 'Top 10' lists, that is not appropriate for their

specific needs, and in many instances, users ignore all guidance. Often, these popular ‘Top

10’ lists appear to be based solely on opinion. Ultimately, we asked ourselves the

following: how can we provide home users with better guidance for determining and

applying appropriate security controls that meet their needs and can be verified by the

cyber security community? In this paper, we propose a methodology for determining and

prioritizing the most appropriate security controls for home computing. Using Multi Criteria

Decision Making (MCDM) and subject matter expertise, we identify, analyze and prioritize

security controls used by government and industry to determine which controls can

substantively improve home computing security. We apply our methodology using

examples to demonstrate its benefits.
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13 Abstract
14 Hundreds of thousands of home users are victimized by cyber-attacks every year. Most experts 

15 agree that average home users are not doing enough to protect their computers and their 

16 information from cyber-attacks. Improperly managed home computers can lead to individuals 

17 losing data, systems performing slowly, loss of identity, and ransom payments; en masse 

18 attacks can act in concert to infect personal computers in business and government. Currently, 

19 home users receive conflicting guidance for a complicated terrain, often in the form of anecdotal 

20 'Top 10' lists, that is not appropriate for their specific needs, and in many instances, users 

21 ignore all guidance. Often, these popular ‘Top 10’ lists appear to be based solely on opinion. 

22 Ultimately, we asked ourselves the following: how can we provide home users with better 

23 guidance for determining and applying appropriate security controls that meet their needs and 

24 can be verified by the cyber security community? In this paper, we propose a methodology for 

25 determining and prioritizing the most appropriate security controls for home computing. Using 

26 Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) and subject matter expertise, we identify, analyze and 

27 prioritize security controls used by government and industry to determine which controls can 

28 substantively improve home computing security. We apply our methodology using examples to 

29 demonstrate its benefits.

30

31 Introduction
32 There are ~4.07 billion home users with computers connected to the Internet world wide. 

33 (Internetlivestats, 2018) Home users rely on their computers to store and process personal, 

34 sentimental and financial data, which makes them targets for cyber criminals. As an example, 

35 one of the largest growing attacks against home users is tech support scams. “In the latest twist, 

36 tech support scammers were found using the Nuclear exploit kit to drop ransomware onto 

37 intended victims’ computers.” (Symantec Corportation, 2016) This attack encrypts users’ data, 

38 eliminating access to their files. The victim then receives a pop-up from an organization 

39 impersonating an antivirus company. The pop-up claims that the target has been infected by a 

40 virus and that to retrieve the data, the target can pay for the virus to be removed. Little does the 

41 victim know, the person offering the fix is also the person that performed the attack.
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42 To aid home users in protecting themselves from cyber criminals, a number of conflicting 

43 resources have been created. These resources are often presented in what we call a ‘Top 10’ 

44 approach. This approach often provides clear, actionable, and time-conscious steps that home 

45 users can take to increase their computer’s security in the form of a top 10 list. However, these 

46 lists rarely follow a systematic approach and even less frequently agree with or complement 

47 each other, making it hard for users to know which list is the right one to follow. Additionally, the 

48 lists do not provide a clear description of how they were generated, making them impossible to 

49 verify. 

50 On the other end of the spectrum, cyber security professionals provide large organizations with 

51 detailed security frameworks backed by robust methodologies. These frameworks guide 

52 organizations in securing their information systems. However, their greater value lies in the 

53 methodology they present, which allows them to adapt their cyber security posture based on 

54 emerging threats. While invaluable to large enterprises, these frameworks are too complex, 

55 expensive and time consuming for the typical home user to understand, much less implement.

56 The goal of our effort is to bridge the gap between these two extremes. To achieve this, we 

57 present a hybrid solution that utilizes a robust methodology similar to the big business approach 

58 to produce a prioritized list modeled after top 10 lists. Our methodology was derived from a well-

59 known cyber security framework (Risk Management Framework), a well-known system 

60 engineering technique (Multi Criteria Decision Making), and subject matter expertise. The 

61 results were then validated with a sensitivity analysis. We have defined a standard methodology 

62 based on systems engineering and cyber security standards that can improve the advice given 

63 to home users in securing their computers. We demonstrate the methodology step by step, 

64 including results, analysis and critique. 

65 The remaining six major sections of this paper are as follows: the second section is background. 

66 It briefly covers the resources available for home users versus business users to access cyber 

67 security information. It speaks to the security frameworks available to big business and 

68 summarizes the value of Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) and why we chose Technique 

69 for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) as our MCDM methodology. 

70 The third section details our methodology and focuses on the inputs TOPSIS requires along 

71 with how TOPSIS is performed. The fourth section presents TOPSIS’s results. The fifth section 

72 is the sensitivity analysis, where we test the stability of our results by creating variations in input 

73 and measuring the changes they cause to the original results. The sixth section provides 

74 discussion on some of the paper’s limitations and opportunities for future work. The seventh 

75 section is our conclusion.

76

77 Materials & Methods

78 Background

79 This section presents background knowledge on MCDM and why TOPSIS was selected for this 

80 study. It then provides a brief overview of what top 10 lists and large security frameworks 

81 currently offer. This includes the selection of Risk Management Framework (RMF) as our 

82 source of security controls. Lastly, it presents an opportunity for improvement by using a hybrid 

83 approach.
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84 Current State

85 We are not aware of past research that claims to provide home users a prioritized list of security 

86 controls through a transparent methodology. However, we will provide a brief discussion of 

87 available cyber security advice. We break this advice into two categories: the top 10 approach 

88 and the Big Business approach. Additionally, we found one paper that contains a call for action, 

89 “Our results suggest a need for extensive research and discussion to define and prioritize 

90 general security advice for non-expert users.” (Reeder, Consolvo, & Ion, 2017) Our paper is a 

91 start to answering this call.

92 Top 10 Approach

93 Home users who want to secure their computers often look at magazines or websites that 

94 provide a top 10 list for securing their computers. The top 10 lists appeal to home users 

95 because they are usually simple, targeted to that audience and readily accessible. These lists 

96 generally do not provide a strong rationale for the actions they recommend, and almost never 

97 include the methodology on how the list was generated or prioritized. For example, the 

98 Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) provides Top Ten Safe Computer Tips on their 

99 website. (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2017) It provides a limited rationale on why 

100 each tip is important but provides no methodology on how its list was generated. This leaves 

101 cyber security experts and home users with no way to validate the list provided, or any way of 

102 distinguishing one list from another. This begs the question of whether implementing such a list 

103 is an efficient use of resources. Without a methodology, there is no way to update these lists as 

104 cyber threats change.

105 Big Business’s Approach

106 Large businesses often leverage entire frameworks to assess and then address their cyber 

107 security risks. These frameworks often require large teams to implement. These teams consist 

108 of training professionals, policy makers, system administrators, validators, and others.

109 The benefit to these approaches is that they have been vetted by many cyber security 

110 professionals and they lay out in detail how they should be executed. These frameworks walk 

111 large organizations through assessing/reassessing their needs, laying out a strategy to address 

112 their needs, implementing their plan, and evaluating if their needs have been met. 

113 The problem for home users is that these frameworks were not created with them in mind. They 

114 are too lengthy and technical for anyone to complete by themselves. As an example, to 

115 implement RMF, you need to look at three primary documents: Federal Information Processing 

116 Standards (FIPS) 199 (13 pages), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

117 Special Publication 800-53 Revision 4 (462 pages), and NIST Special Publication 800-37 

118 Revision 1 (102 pages). (NIST, 2016) This does not include other referenced documents or 

119 supplementary material that is required to understand and support these three main documents. 

120 If a home user undertook reading these three documents, at over 500 pages, they may have a 

121 better understanding of security, but they would still have no idea what to do on their home 

122 systems. 
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123 We considered three major cyber security frameworks as the source for our security controls: 

124 NIST’s Risk Management Framework (RMF), the International Organization for Standardization 

125 (ISO) / the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 27001, and the European 

126 Telecommunications Standards Institute (ESTI) Cyber Security Standards. These frameworks 

127 all have similar advantages and disadvantages.

128 Ultimately, we selected NIST’s RMF as the source of our security controls. RMF was selected 

129 because it is comprehensive, industry recognized where the research was performed, freely 

130 available and familiar to the researchers. RMF is a process for applying controls that leverage 

131 many existing NIST documents and standards. RMF “…provides an effective framework for 

132 selecting the appropriate security controls for an information system---the security controls 

133 necessary to protect individuals and the operations and assets of the organization.” (NIST, 

134 2016) For a brief comparison between RMF, 27001, and Cyber Security Standards, see Table 

135 1.

136 Multi-criteria Decision Making

137 MCDM is a systems engineering technique that helps decision makers to make evidence-based 

138 choices when presented with multiple alternatives and multiple evaluation criteria. To choose a 

139 useful MCDM technique, we must consider our problem, our criteria, the available data, the 

140 relationships among the criteria, and the desired output.

141 According to Guitouni and Martel, “Despite the development of a large number of refined 

142 multicriterion decision aid (MCDA) methods, none can be considered as the `super method' 

143 appropriate to all decision-making situations.” (Guitouni & Martel, 1998) (Note: The terms 

144 MCDM and MCDA are often used interchangeably.) Guitouni and Martel set forth seven 

145 guidelines in selecting a MCDM methodology.

146 Guitiouni and Martel broke the MCDM they examined into four categories: single synthesizing 

147 criterion, outranking, interactive, and mixed. Single synthesizing criterion methods provide an 

148 aggregation function to represent the decision maker’s preference. Single synthesizing criteria 

149 methods were the focus for this paper because the results are easy to explain and are well 

150 suited for robust analysis.

151 Guitouni and Martel’s MCDM Methodology Selection Guidelines:

152 Guideline G1: Determine the stakeholders of the decision process. If there are many 
153 decision makers (judges), one should think about group decision making methods or 
154 group decision support systems (GDSS).
155 Guideline G2: Consider the DM (Decision Maker) `cognition' (DM way of thinking) when 
156 choosing a particular preference elucidation mode. If he is more comfortable with 
157 pairwise comparisons, why use tradeoffs and vice versa?
158 Guideline G3: Determine the decision problematic pursued by the DM. If the DM wants 
159 to get a ranking of alternatives, then a ranking method is appropriate, and so on.
160 Guideline G4: Choose the multicriterion aggregation procedure (MCAP) that can 
161 properly handle the input information available and for which the DM can easily provide 
162 the required information; the quality and the quantities of the information are major 
163 factors in the choice of the method.
164 Guideline G5: The compensation degree of the MCAP method is an important aspect to 
165 consider and to explain to the DM. If he refuses any compensation, then many MCAP 
166 will not be considered.
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167 Guideline G6: The fundamental hypotheses of the method are to be met (verified); 
168 otherwise, one should choose another method.
169 Guideline G7: The decision support system coming with the method is an important 
170 aspect to be considered when the time comes to choose a MCDA method.
171 (Guitouni & Martel, 1998)
172 Guitouni and Martel go on to classify a number of popular MCDM according to guidelines two to 

173 six. A comprehensive discussion is outside the scope of this paper; however, the chart and 

174 explanation in Table 2 show the important values that led to the selection of TOPSIS as this 

175 paper’s MCDM tool of choice. 

176 1. TOPSIS employs a straightforward decision-making methodology (direct rating method). 
177 Guideline 2
178  This was preferred because it is easily applied and works well with a large number of 
179 alternatives.
180 2. TOPSIS was designed to answer the choice problematic; however, it is also well sorted to 
181 answer the ranking problematic. Guideline 3
182  Our goal is to rank the controls and TOPSIS fits this need well.
183 3. The input is cardinal and deterministic. Guideline 4
184  This fits well with our data gathering methodology and the direct scoring used on our 
185 alternatives.
186 4. TOPSIS allows for compensation. Guideline 5
187  We do not have required scores for any of our attributes.
188 5. Each attribute has monotonically increasing or decreasing utility (Yoon & Hwang, 1981) 
189 Guideline 6
190  This is required to use TOPSIS and is met by our selected attributes. 
191 (Guitouni & Martel, 1998)

192 For more information on the criteria and values, see Tentative Guidelines to Help Choosing an 

193 Appropriate MCDA Method by Guitouni and Martel. 

194 In broad terms, TOPSIS is an MCDM technique that seeks the best alternative by measuring 
195 the distance of existing alternatives from a hypothetical ideal solution and a hypothetical 
196 negative ideal solution, also called an anti-ideal solution. More detail on how TOPSIS performs 
197 appears in section 3.2, Perform TOPSIS.

198 Methodology 

199 In this section, we lay out our methodology. This includes tailoring the list of security controls 

200 provided by RMF, setting up TOPSIS’s inputs, and performing TOPSIS. To create this top 10 

201 list, we followed the steps below.

202 1. Down Select and Tailor Security Controls

203 2. Identify TOPSIS Inputs

204 2.1. Identify Criteria

205 2.2. Rate Security Controls using Expert Elicitation

206 2.3. Establish Criteria Weights

207 3. Perform TOPSIS Calculations

208 Down Select and Tailor Security Controls
209 One of the advantages that RMF offers is that it has over 200 controls, which provide guidance 

210 on how to address many security short comings. However, many of the controls are not 

211 applicable to home users. For example, RMF has a control entitled “Separation of Duties” that 
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212 describes how roles such as configuration management, testing, and security configuration 

213 should be performed by different individuals. Many homes don’t have four people, much less 

214 four people that can be assigned to these functions. If there is one person even performing 

215 these duties on a perfunctory level, they are doing a better job than most at keeping their 

216 systems secure. 

217 To address this, three cyber security subject matter experts (SMEs) combed RMF’s controls to 

218 down select controls applicable to home users. Because these controls are worded to focus on 

219 large government organizations, some tailoring was required to word them appropriately for 

220 home users. A large number of the controls could be applicable to home users in certain 

221 situations. However, for the sake of being concise and clearly demonstrating our methodology 

222 the experts focused on sixteen controls that were highly applicable to home users and were 

223 likely to be implementable. This down selection is not meant to be authoritative but is meant to 

224 provide the basis for a manageable example that is relatively easy to discuss. 

225 When considering which controls should be included in this paper the SMEs considered:

226 1. Does this control apply to the home environment? (Some controls assume specific 

227 hardware or software is being used that is not often present in the home environment, 

228 for example, controls that assume servers are present.)

229 2. Does it make sense for a home user to implement this control? (Some controls assume 

230 the environment is a large organization and do not make sense for an organization the 

231 size of a family, for example, controls talking about separation of duties.)

232 3. Does the control remediate a threat that is present to home users?

233 To validate the selected controls against question three, the SMEs created a list of common 

234 cyber security threats that face home users. The threats used were identified by the SMEs, 

235 journal articles (Teymourlouei, 2015), and websites (Grimes, 2017) (Symantec, 2017) (Zaharia, 

236 2015). Once created, the SMEs mapped the threats to the sixteen controls. If the control 

237 remediated that threat, it was marked as Maj, a major remediation, or as Min, a minor 

238 remediation. When a control was marked as a major remediation, it was judged to significantly 

239 decrease the chance of that threat being successful. When a control was marked as a minor 

240 remediation, it was judged to slightly decrease the chance of that threat being successfully 

241 exploited or to only protect against that threat in specific cases. Table 3 shows the remediation 

242 matrix that was generated by our three SMEs.

243 The goal of this mapping was to show that if the sixteen selected security controls are 

244 implemented successfully, then the most common threats to home users would be mitigated. As 

245 shown in the chart, every security control remediated at least two common threats, and all 

246 threats had at least one major remediation within the 16 controls. This leads us to the next 

247 section, where we identify the inputs to TOPSIS.

248 Identify TOPSIS Inputs

249 To complete TOPSIS, alternatives and criteria must be identified. Once this is complete, each 

250 alternative must be given a weight, and each alternative must be scored against each criterion. 

251 We have already discussed how we identified our alternatives. Our alternatives are the sixteen 

252 security controls we selected from RMF: Session Lock, Information Sharing, Account 

253 Management, System Acquisition, Media Protection, Security Awareness Training, Contingency 
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254 Planning, Risk Assessment, Configuration Settings, System Maintenance Policy and 

255 Procedures, Wireless Access, Audit and Accountability, Transmission Confidentiality and 

256 Integrity, Configuration Management, Malicious Code Protection, and Boundary Protection. We 

257 now identify the criteria we used to score the alternatives.

258 To select the appropriate criteria, it is important to consider the value of the controls being 

259 implemented along with the costs of implementation. This is the main idea of risk management, 

260 identifying to what extent risk should be mitigated when considering value and cost. In the case 

261 of security control implementation, the risk being managed is the threat to the home computer.

262 Criteria Selection

263 In TOPSIS, each alternative is scored against each criterion. For the results of TOPSIS to have 

264 value, the criteria that have an impact on our problem and stakeholders must be selected.

265 In this paper, we examined five criteria: two for measuring value and three for measuring cost.

266 We identified the value of each control based on:

267 1. Impact to security if this control is not implemented
268  This is important because our goal is to increase security. If implementing the 
269 control is not increasing security, there is no reason to implement it.
270 2. Length of time before this condition is exploited (if control is not implemented)
271  If your computer is unlikely to suffer ill effects in the next 100 years, it is unlikely 
272 that the risk is worth mitigating. However, if you expect the risk to be realized by 
273 the end of the day, you would probably want to take care of it immediately.
274 We identified the cost of implementing each control:

275 1. Time to implement a control
276  Time to implement the control is the major upfront cost a home user realizes 
277 when implementing security controls. Home users are unlikely to want to spend 
278 100 hours to protect $50. However, they may want to spend 5 minutes to protect 
279 $50.
280 2. Time to maintain a control
281  This is the major recurring cost a home user suffers when implementing security 
282 controls. Some controls require weekly patching and others are set and forget. 
283 Many users are more willing to configure set and forget controls but do not keep 
284 up to date with ones that require regular maintenance.
285 3. Risk of Implementing a control
286  Some security controls have a risk associated with them. For example, if you put 
287 passwords on your computer and forget your password you lose access to your 
288 computer. In some cases, the risk of implementing a control offsets some of the 
289 value that control brings.

290 In short, we call these criteria Security Impact, Time to Exploit, Time to Implement, Time to 

291 Maintain, and Risk of Implementation. Notably, financial cost is missing from this list. Upon 

292 reviewing all our controls, we determined that there are free options available for home users to 

293 implement each control, and therefore elected to omit financial cost from our analysis. 

294 Security Impact and Time to Exploit were clear choices for identifying the value of each control. 

295 As stated, the point of implementing security controls is risk reduction. Risk is often defined as 

296 Impact multiplied by Likelihood, where likelihood is the inverse of time to occur or in our case 

297 exploit. (OWASP, 2017)
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298 The costs were identified by asking security experts, surveying websites, and talking to end 

299 users. Generally, users’ biggest complaints are their time related to security and the adverse 

300 impact of implementing security (less user-friendly system).

301 Now that we have identified our controls and criteria, we need to score our controls with respect 

302 to our identified criteria.

303 Rate Security Controls using Expert Elicitation

304 There are many ways to score criteria. Generally, the best methods rely on objective data. In 

305 the case of security impact, this may require mapping all known attacks back to where a 

306 security control could prevent them, scoring the security impact of each attack and then 

307 determining a composite score for the control. These data do not exist and would be extremely 

308 difficult to generate. For this reason, we turned to Expert Elicitation (EE). 

309 “Expert elicitation refers to a systematic approach to synthesize subjective judgments of experts 

310 on a subject where there is uncertainty due to insufficient data, when such data is unattainable 

311 because of physical constraints or lack of resources.” (Slottje, Sluijs, & Knol, 2008) We lacked 

312 sufficient data for security value, time to exploit, time to implement, time to maintain and risk of 

313 implementation of each control, in other words, our criteria. For this reason, we created an 

314 online survey to ask security experts how they would score our criteria based on their 

315 experience.

316 Below are the questions we asked about each control in our online survey:

317 1) What is the likely impact to security if this control is not implemented? 
318 2) How long does it take before this condition is likely to be exploited?
319 3) How much time actively working on the system does it take to implement this control 
320 (assuming you have the required expertise)? Actively working on the system refers to the 
321 time spent at a keyboard but not the time waiting for a download to complete or an 
322 installation to finish. Implement refers to initial implementation and not maintenance time.
323 4) How much time actively working on the system does it take to maintain this control 
324 (assuming you have the required expertise) per month?
325 5) What is the risk of implementing this control? (Example: If you implement passwords, you 
326 could lose your password and suffer a loss of availability.)

327 Survey

328 Our survey consisted of five questions for each of sixteen security controls, for a total of 80 

329 questions. Additionally, space was given by each control for the participant to leave comments. 

330 The survey also included three additional questions about the participant’s background in cyber 

331 security. The operational environment for the questions provided in this survey is the home use 

332 environment. This is described in detail in the introduction to the survey. It opens with, “The 

333 purpose of this study is to use TOPSIS, a multi criteria decision making method, to prioritize 

334 security controls for home users.” 

335 Participants

336 A total of 25 participants began the survey; however, six never completed it. Of the 19 

337 remaining participants, 15 were included in the final TOPSIS analysis. Two of the participants 

338 were excluded from the final results because their responses in the free text field of the survey 

339 indicated they misunderstood the scope of the survey. Another was excluded because a large 

340 number of free text answers stated “it depends,” but did not state on what their responses 
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341 depended. One participant’s survey response was excluded from the final results because the 

342 participant indicated that he had no cyber security experience or training. The participants 

343 whose survey results were included in the final results all self-identified as experts, had at least 

344 eight years of experience, and had either a relevant degree or professional certification in cyber 

345 security.

346 Delivery Mechanism

347 Participants were solicited via email to participate in the survey. The email provided a brief 

348 overview of the survey’s purpose and a link to the website where the survey was hosted on 

349 surveyexpression.com. The website included a consent form and the survey questions. All 

350 surveys were completed anonymously. The survey and solicitation methodology went through 

351 the George Washington University’s (GWU’s) Office of Human Research Review Board and 

352 was deemed exempt (Study No: 011645 Study Title: Using Multi Criteria Decision Making for 

353 Security Control Selection in Risk Management Framework). Participants were selected for 

354 solicitation through the professional and academic connections of the authors. 

355 Establish Criteria Weights

356 We have now provided our alternatives and scored our alternatives on our five criteria. Before 

357 we can perform TOPSIS, we also need to weight the relative importance of each criterion.

358 Weights represent the importance of each criterion and are determined by the needs and 

359 desires of the home user. This should be determined by how they use their computers and how 

360 they view the importance of the confidentiality, integrity and availability of their computers as 

361 well as the information they contain and process. Each person’s use, preference, and 

362 environment impact what criteria are most important to them. In this paper, we chose weights 

363 that reflected the priorities of a notional security conscious home owner. By adjusting these 

364 weights, new results can be calculated based on new preferences.

365 We will refer to our notional home owner as Bob. Bob and his family use their computers for 

366 online purchases and banking. Bob’s children use their computers to access social media and 

367 school work. Bob is aware of growing security risks to his family’s data and wants to secure their 

368 computers. He acts as the de facto security and IT specialist with some reliance on advice from 

369 friends and family. Additionally, as most people, he has limited time to devote to developing and 

370 maintaining a secure system.

371 Bob weights both security impact and time to exploit fairly high, showing his concern for 

372 security. Bob doesn’t rate time to implement very high because he doesn’t mind spending some 

373 time up front to secure his computers; however, he does rate time to maintain high because he 

374 doesn’t want to spend much time revisiting security on a regular basis. We have identified our 

375 MCDM approach, defined our alternatives, established our criteria, and described our weights. 

376 We can now perform TOPSIS to generate our results.

377 Perform TOPSIS
378 Now that we have determined our criteria’s weights and determined our alternatives’ scores, we 

379 can use TOPSIS to rank our alternatives. TOPSIS seeks the best alternative by measuring the 

380 distance of existing alternatives from a hypothetical ideal solution and a hypothetical negative 

381 ideal solution, also called an anti-ideal solution. TOPSIS defines the ideal solution as an 

382 alternative with the best attributes of all alternatives. The negative ideal solution has the worst 
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383 attributes of all alternatives. TOPSIS identifies the best solution by computing a combination of 

384 the closest alternative to the ideal solution and furthest alternative from the negative ideal.

385 The following steps describe the calculations used when performing TOPSIS:

386 1. Populate a matrix with the alternatives, one to m, down the side. In our case, the matrix 
387 is populated with one to sixteen, representing our security controls. Populate the matrix 
388 with the scoring criteria, one to n, along the top. This is from one to five in our case, 
389 representing our five scoring criteria. Populate the bottom of the matrix with the weights 
390 for the columns’ respective criteria. Finally, populate the rest of the matrix with the 
391 applicable scores X11 to Xmn.
392 2. Calculate the normalized decision matrix using the formula below, where rij represents 
393 the normalized value. This serves to transform the various criteria with their unique units 
394 into dimensionless quantity.

395 𝒓𝒊𝒋 =
𝒙𝒊𝒋𝒎∑𝒊 = 𝟏𝒙𝟐𝒊𝒋

, 𝒋 = 𝟏,𝟐,…,𝒏,𝒊 = 𝟏,𝟐,…,𝒎.

396 3. Calculate the weighted normalized matrix (V) by multiplying each attribute by its weight.

397  𝑉 = [
𝑣11

.

.

.

 … 𝑣1𝑗
.
.
.

 … 𝑣1𝑛
.
.
.𝑣𝑖1

.

.

.

 … 𝑣𝑖𝑗
.
.
.

 … 𝑣𝑖𝑛
.
.
.𝑣𝑚1 … 𝑣𝑚𝑗… 𝑣𝑚𝑛] = [

𝑤1𝑣11
.
.
.

 … 𝑤𝑗𝑣1𝑗
.
.
.

 … 𝑤𝑛𝑣1𝑛
.
.
.𝑤1𝑣𝑖1

.

.

.

 … 𝑤𝑗𝑣𝑖𝑗
.
.
.

 … 𝑤𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑛
.
.
.𝑤1𝑣𝑚1 … 𝑤𝑗𝑣𝑚𝑗… 𝑤𝑛𝑣𝑚𝑛]

398 where 𝒘𝒋 =
𝑊𝑗∑𝒏𝒋 = 𝟏𝑊𝑗, 𝒋 = 𝟏,𝟐,…,𝒏. 𝑠𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 

399

𝒏∑𝒋 = 𝟏𝑊𝑗 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑊𝑗 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑣𝑗, 𝑗 = 1,2…,𝑛.
400
401 4. Determine the positive ideal solution (A+) and the negative solution (A-). The ‘best’ 
402 solution as identified from TOPSIS is the closest to the ideal solution (a theoretical 
403 solution that has the best attributes of all identified solutions) and furthest from the 
404 negative ideal solution (a theoretical solution that has the worst attributes of all identified 
405 solutions). This is done using the following formulas:

406  = {𝐴 +
= {(𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑖𝑗|𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 + ),(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑖𝑗|𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 ‒ )}|𝑖 = 1,2,…𝑚} 𝑣 +

1 ,𝑣 +
2 ,…,𝑣 +𝑗 ,…,𝑣 +𝑛 }

407  = {𝐴 ‒
= {(𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑖𝑗|𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 + ),(𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑉𝑖𝑗|𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 ‒ )}|𝑖 = 1,2,…𝑚} 𝑣 ‒

1 ,𝑣 ‒
2 ,…,𝑣 ‒𝑗 ,…,𝑣 ‒𝑛 }

408 where J+ ={𝑗 = 1,2,…,𝑛|𝑗 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎}

409 J- ={𝑗 = 1,2,…,𝑛|𝑗 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎}

410 5. Calculate the distance of each alternative from the positive ( ) and negative ideal  𝑆 +𝑖 (𝑆 ‒𝑖 )

411 solutions.

412  𝑆 +𝑖 = ∑𝑛𝑗 = 1(𝑣𝑖𝑗 ‒ 𝑣 +𝑗 )2
, 𝑖 = 1,2,…,𝑚,
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413  .𝑆 ‒𝑖 = ∑𝑛𝑗 = 1(𝑣𝑖𝑗 ‒ 𝑣 ‒𝑗 )2
, 𝑖 = 1,2,…,𝑚

414 6. Calculate the relative closeness to the idea solution . As approaches 1, it (𝐶 ∗𝑖 ) 𝐶 ∗𝑖
415 approaches the ideal solution, and when it approaches 0, it approaches the negative 
416 solution.

417 𝐶 ∗𝑖 =
𝑆 ‒𝑖

(𝑆 +𝑖 + 𝑆 ‒𝑖 )
, 0 < 𝐶 ∗𝑖 < 1, 𝑖 = 1,2,…,𝑚

418 7. Rank the alternatives. Those with the highest  are the most favorable and ranked the 𝐶 ∗𝑖
419 highest.

420 Once all of our data are put through TOPSIS, our calculations are complete, and our results are 
421 revealed.

422 Results
423 With TOPSIS complete, each alternative receives a score. The highest scored alternative is 

424 given rank 1; this means that it is the control that should be implemented first. The lowest 

425 ranked control is given rank sixteen and is the control that should be implemented last. After 

426 calculating the cumulative floating average, we realized that the rank was not stable, meaning 

427 that the rank was likely to change if new data were added. This is discussed in more detail in 

428 the next section, Sensitivity Analysis. To address this, we introduced preference bands grouping 

429 similarly scored alternatives together. Table 6 shows the results including control, rank, score, 

430 and preference band.

431 When a control has a different rank but the same preference band as another control, there is 

432 not a major difference and they are considered of equal value. It should be emphasized that one 

433 should implement all security controls of the first preference band before moving to the second 

434 and subsequent preference bands. 

435 Remember, our goal is to make a prioritized top 10 list. Home users are used to lists that are 

436 actually 10 items long and are more likely to implement the security controls if there is not an 

437 overwhelming number. Ultimately, our top 10 list of security controls has become a top 11 and is 

438 as follows (listed in order of rank):

439 Session Lock, Information Sharing, Account Management, System Acquisition, Media 

440 Protection, Security Awareness Training, Contingency Planning, Risk Assessment, 

441 Configuration Settings, System Maintenance Policy and Procedures, and Wireless Access.

442 We chose to include 11 controls in our list because we want to include all the controls from our 

443 top three bands. As we stated, controls within the same band should be given equal importance, 

444 so it makes more sense to recommend implementing an additional control rather than splitting a 

445 band.

446 After our results were computed, we re-examined Table 3 and asked ourselves what happens if 

447 we drop Audit and Accountability, Transmission Confidentiality and Integrity, Configuration 

448 Management, Malicious Code Protection, and Boundary Protection, the security controls that 

449 didn’t make our list. All of the threats we identified still have a major remediation except 

450 Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)/DoS attack. It is interesting to note that DDoS attacks are 

451 usually thought to target large organizations; however, DDoS attacks are of growing concern to 
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452 PC gamers. (Incapsula, 2017) That being said, 11 of 16 controls providing major remediation for 

453 17 of 18 threats provides a lot of value and reduces the workload of the home user.

454 Before moving on, we compared our top 11 list to three other lists of security advice for home 

455 users provided by four websites. First, we compared our threats to MIT’s Top Ten Safe 

456 Computer Tips to compare a list to a reputable source. We found that MIT’s tips provided major 

457 remediations for 15 of the 18 threats we identified. They did not fully address DDoS/Dos 

458 Attacks, Shoulder Surfing, or Key Logger (Hardware). (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

459 2017)

460 We then performed a google search, “how to increase my home computer security”, and 

461 compared the top three results that had ~10 items recommended. This excluded the second hit, 

462 5 Ways to Increase Computer Security by pctechguide.com. Vipreantivirus.com, hit one, quotes 

463 the source of its list as The Department of Homeland Security’s United States Computer 

464 Emergency Readiness Team, and Us-cert.gov, hit 3, provides the same list. These lists have 9 

465 pieces of advice and address 13 of the 18 threats we identified. They miss Environment, 

466 Physical Theft, Hardware Failure / Error, Software Failure / Error, and Key Logger (Hardware). 

467 (VIPRE, 2017) (US-CERT, 2017) The control they seem to be lacking most is Contingency 

468 Planning, which for home users is primarily backups. Finally, we compared our results to 

469 thetechrepublic.com, hit 4. Thetechrepublic.com provided 10 pieces of advice that addressed 6 

470 of our 18 threats. It included advice such as use Linux and do not use Internet Explorer. 

471 (Wallen, 2017) This may enhance security but also may be outside of the scope of what many 

472 home users are willing to do. This validation provided further evidence that not all ‘Top 10’ lists 

473 provide the same quality of advice.

474 Additionally, we do not have a complete rationale or methodology regarding how these lists 

475 were developed. We know they consider the impact to security, but did they consider anything 

476 else? The comparison above is done solely on threat remediation as a measurement of security 

477 impact because that is all we can ascertain that the other lists address. Remember, we consider 

478 security impact, time to exploit, time to implement, time to maintain, and risk of implementation 

479 and provide our methodology. This means that our list is replicable, updatable, and seeks to 

480 provide advice that minimizes the burden on the home user.

481 After computing TOPSIS’s results, it is important to perform sensitivity analysis to evaluate the 

482 stability of your results and account for imprecise input. (Triantaphyllou & Sánchez, 1997) 

483 “Often, data in multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problems are imprecise and changeable. 

484 Therefore, an important step in many applications of MCDM is to perform a sensitivity analysis 

485 on the input data.” (Triantaphyllou & Sánchez, 1997) Sensitivity Analysis (SA) is conducted 

486 when using MCDM techniques in order to show their robustness and the effect of minor 

487 changes of inputs on the results. (Pannell, 1997) In this paper, we discuss two types of 

488 sensitivity analysis. One is cumulative floating average, where we show the change in results as 

489 additional surveys are added, thus showing the change to the results as the values of our 

490 alternative’s criteria change. Second, we perform sensitivity analysis by incrementing the 

491 weights of each of the criteria. “Most [MCDM] methods require definitions of quantitative weights 

492 for the criteria and this information is often difficult to obtain: the definition of weights itself is not 

493 very precise, nor are the values given by a decision-maker.” (MARESCHAL, 1988) Because we 

494 cannot be confident that the decision maker has provided precise weights, it is important to 
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495 evaluate the changes to the weights do to the results. If there is no change or the change is 

496 minor, we have greater confidence in the results.

497 Cumulative Floating Average

498 Figure 1 shows the cumulative floating average of the survey results. The x-axis represents 

499 additional survey responses being added. The y-axis represents TOPSIS rank. Value one on 

500 the x-axis shows the ranks provided by TOPSIS for the first survey. Value two on the x-axis 

501 shows the results provided by TOPSIS for the average of the first two surveys. Value three 

502 shows the results provided by TOPSIS for the average of the first three surveys. This continues 

503 until the x-axis reaches the value 15, which shows the average of all 15 survey results. 

504 Generally, when sufficient data are present, the results will converge. Convergence means that 

505 as additional survey data (the input) are added, the rank of the alternatives (the output) will stay 

506 the same. In Figure 1, that is not the case. The graph above shows that the results are 

507 beginning to converge; however, they do not fully converge. Often when this is the case, it is 

508 simply a matter of gathering more data; however, it is unlikely that slightly more data will cause 

509 the results to converge in this case. This is because there are very small differences between 

510 many of the alternatives. Configuration Settings (rank 9) and System Maintenance Policy and 

511 Planning (rank 10) differ by less than .0001. A large number of other consecutive ranks differ by 

512 less than .01. To address this issue, preference bands were created, as shown in Table 6 and 

513 as shown in Figure 2.

514 The graph below is similar to the graph above; however, the y-axis represents preference 

515 instead of rank. The 16 alternatives were grouped into six preference bands. The preference 

516 groups were created by grouping alternatives with similar TOPSIS scores. When an alternative 

517 differed from the following alternative by less than .025, they were given the same preference. 

518 This led to similar alternatives being grouped together. Alternatives with the same preference 

519 are scored close enough that the order in which they are implemented is not important.

520 The preference graph above shows convergence by survey 12. This means that when adding 

521 surveys 13 through 15, the preference of an alternative didn’t change. This is the desired result 

522 and shows that our preferences have stabilized.

523 Sensitivity Analysis by Varying Weight

524 “Sensitivity analysis (SA) is the study of how the uncertainty in the output of a model (numerical 

525 or otherwise) can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty in the model input.” (Saltelli, 

526 2002) One of the inputs to our model was the weights provided in Table 4. It is important to 

527 understand if a slight change in weight has a large impact on the final results. Some variation is 

528 expected; however, if a large change in the output occurs after a minor change in the input, 

529 there may be an issue with the model.

530 In our sensitivity analysis, we examined each of our five attributes independently by increasing 

531 the weight of the attribute in 1% increments until a total of a 5% increase was reached. We also 

532 looked at what would happen if the weight was increased by 10%.
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533 Security Impact

534 When the weight of Security Impact was increased, there was not much change in the 

535 preference of our alternatives. There was no change until we increased the weight from .25 to 

536 .30. At .30, Wireless Access changes from preference three to four, and Audit and 

537 Accountability changes from four to three. More changes occur when the weight increases to 

538 .35. It is interesting to note that the top and bottom rated alternatives do not change. 

539 Exploitation Time

540 Security Impact is the attribute that causes the most change to our results. When its weight is 

541 increased from .20 to .24, changes begin to occur. Larger changes occur at weights of .25 and 

542 .30. This analysis is the only time that Session Lock moved out of preference one; however, it 

543 only moved one preference band to preference two. 

544 Implementation Time

545 As the weight of implementation time is increased from .15 to .25, the preference of our 

546 alternatives did not change at all.

547 Maintenance Time

548 The weight of maintenance time is also slow to affect the preference of the results. There is no 

549 change in results until we jump from .25 to .35. At .35, System Maintenance Policy and 

550 Procedures moves to preference 4, and Transmission Confidentiality and Integrity moves to 

551 preference 3. 

552 Adverse Impact

553 There is not much change when the weighting of adverse impact changes. The first change 

554 occurs when the weight of adverse impact is changed from .15 to .20. Another small change 

555 occurs when the weight is increased to .35. As was the case previously, these changes tend to 

556 occur in the middle of our preference range—not at the top or bottom.

557 Summary of Sensitivity Analysis by Varying Weights 

558 After varying the weights of each criteria, we did not notice any surprising or concerning 

559 patterns. Minor variations in the weights did not cause major variation in the outputs. No 

560 changes occurred until there was at least a 4% increase in the weight of an attribute. This 

561 occurred when varying Exploitation Time. All other attributes did not cause a change until there 

562 was at least a 5% increase. This shows that minor variations in the decision maker’s or user’s 

563 priorities will not cause large changes in the results. Large changes will have a significant 

564 impact; however, this is expected and desired. If the decision maker has vastly different desires, 

565 the results and list of security controls should change to meet those desires.
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566 In TOPSIS, there is concern that minor changes in the input could cause major changes in the 

567 output. If this happens, there is reason to question the validity of the results. Since our results 

568 are stable, we can feel confident that our results are accurate.

569

570 Discussion
571 We have presented a transparent methodology that can be verified by other cyber security 

572 experts, and we demonstrated this methodology by ranking sixteen tailored RMF security 

573 controls that are applicable to home users. This allows future researchers and cyber security 

574 experts to examine, analyze, and improve our methodology. Our approach presents a 

575 significant step forward in rigorously justifying and prioritizing security controls for the home 

576 user. However, our research is not without shortcomings.

577 We only ranked sixteen security controls of RMF’s more than 200. We did this in part because 

578 our scope is home users and in part so the demonstration performed in this paper was concise. 

579 In the future, all controls that have even a small chance of being implemented by home users 

580 should be scored. If the larger community of cyber security experts agrees that a control is not 

581 very valuable, they will rank it near the bottom of the list and won’t recommend it for 

582 implementation. Additionally, when this list is presented to a home user, a description of how to 

583 implement each control should be included.

584 In the future, this work can be expanded to examine other computer environments, including 

585 microbusinesses, large organizations, academic environments, and even government facilities. 

586 This would include applying EE to all of NIST security controls that apply to the organization of 

587 interest. Additionally, the survey would need to be updated in order to include questions tailored 

588 to the needs of the organization being examined. Once data was gathered, a tool could be 

589 developed to allow the company to set targets based on its needs and to provide a 

590 recommended order for implementing security controls. Our prioritized controls would fit well 

591 within RMF, giving organizations a transparent, quantitative, and robust methodology to 

592 complete security control selection and prioritization.

593 In this paper, weights were determined through a notational user. Additionally, only a single 

594 weight was varied at a time through sensitivity analysis. In the future, other sets of weights could 

595 be analyzed and sensitivity could be analyzed by simultaneously varying the weights of multiple 

596 criteria.

597 Last, when a large number of results are presented by TOPSIS, it is not unusual for some of the 

598 results to clump together. In this paper, we addressed clumping with preference bands. These 

599 bands were created by using heuristics to group similarly scored solutions. However, in the 

600 future, these bands could be created using a more quantitative method.

601

602 Conclusions
603 We presented a transparent methodology to generate a list of security controls for home users 

604 and described how and why this methodology was created.

605 In the background, we 

606 1. Identify an Appropriate MCDM Technique – TOPSIS was selected

607 2. Identify a Base Set of Security Controls – RMF’s Controls were identified

608 In the methodology, we
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609 3. Down Select and Tailor Security Controls

610 4. Identify TOPSIS Inputs

611 4.1. Identify Criteria

612 4.2. Rate Security Controls using Expert Elicitation

613 4.3. Establish Criteria Weights

614 5. Perform TOPSIS

615 In the results and data analysis section, we

616 6. Present the Results

617 7. Perform Sensitivity Analysis

618 We presented the results of our example as a top 11 list. This list considers the security impact, 

619 time to exploit, time to implement, time to maintain, and risk of implementation for each control. 

620 The major benefit of the methodology we present is that it can be scrutinized, verified, and 

621 updated as cyber threats change. It is a strategy the cyber community can further develop and 

622 discuss to ensure that they give home users (and other non-experts) accurate, well-thought out 

623 and efficient security advice, similar to that enjoyed by big business. 

624
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Table 1(on next page)

List of relevant security frameworks
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Framework Freely 

Available

Comprehensive Industry 

Recognized

NIST RMF (NIST, 2016) Yes Yes In United States

ISO/IEC 27001 (ISO, 2017) No Yes Yes

ESTI Cyber Security Standards 

(ESTI, 2017)

Yes Yes In Europe

1 Table 1 - Security Frameworks

2
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Table 2(on next page)

Key TOPSIS selection criteria
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Guideline 1 2 3 4  5 6 7

Straightforward

Total preorder

Ranking Cardinal Absolute

Totally

Monotonic N/A

1 Table 2 - TOPSIS Selection Criteria

2
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Table 3(on next page)

Control-to-Threat Mapping
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1
2 Table 1 - Control to Threat Mapping

3
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Table 4(on next page)

Home User Criteria Weights
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1

2

3

4

5

7

Criteria Weight

Security Impact .25

Time to Exploit .2

Time to Implement .15

Time to Maintain .25

Risk of Implementation .15

6 Table 1 - Home Owner Criteria Weights
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Table 5(on next page)

Notional TOPSIS Matrix
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Criterion Titles Criterion 

1

Criterion 

2

● ● ● Criterion 

n

Alternative 1 X11 X12
● ● ● X1n

Alternative 2 X21 X22
● ● ● X2n

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

Alternative m Xm1 Xm2
● ● ● Xmn

Criterion 

Weights

W1 W2
● ● ● Wn

1 Table 1 - Notional TOPSIS Matrix

2
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Table 6(on next page)

Ranked List of Alternative Approaches
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Control Rank
TOPSIS 

Score

Preference 

Band

Session Lock Rank 1 0.678900129 Preference 1

Information Sharing Rank 2 0.557860567 Preference 2

Account Management Rank 3 0.541394122 Preference 2

System Acquisition Rank 4 0.517944871 Preference 2

Media Protection Rank 5 0.46340047 Preference 3

Security Awareness Training Rank 6 0.455556353 Preference 3

Contingency Planning Rank 7 0.453121506 Preference 3

Risk Assessment Rank 8 0.446371585 Preference 3

Configuration Settings Rank 9 0.427878107 Preference 3

System Maintenance Policy and 

Procedures

Rank 

10
0.427806016 Preference 3

Wireless Access
Rank 

11
0.414003266 Preference 3

Audit and Accountability
Rank 

12
0.375586409 Preference 4

Transmission Confidentiality 

and Integrity

Rank 

13
0.366434466 Preference 4

Configuration Management
Rank 

14
0.352386874 Preference 4

Malicious Code Protection
Rank 

15
0.232172916 Preference 5

Boundary Protection
Rank 

16
0.122421284 Preference 6

1 Table 1 - Ranked Alternatives

2
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Figure 1(on next page)

Cumulative Floating Point Average By Alternative
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Figure 2(on next page)

Cumulative Floating Average by Group Preference
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